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Abstract—The conventional grant-based network relies on the
handshaking between base station and active users to achieve
dynamic multi-user scheduling, which may cost large signaling
overheads as well as system latency. To address those problems,
the grant-free receiver design is considered in this paper based
on sparse code multiple access (SCMA), one of the promising
air interface technologies for 5G wireless networks. With the
presence of unknown multipath fading, the proposed receiver
blindly performs joint channel estimation and data decoding
without knowing the user activity in the network. Based on the
framework of belief propagation (BP), we formulate a message-
passing receiver for uplink SCMA that performs joint estimation
iteratively. However, the direct application of BP for the multi-
variable detection problem is complex. Motivated by the idea of
approximate inference, we use expectation propagation to project
the intractable distributions into Gaussian families such that a
linear complexity decoder is obtained. Simulation results show
that the proposed receiver can detect active users in the network
with a high accuracy and can achieve an improved bit-error-rate
performance compared with existing methods.
Index Terms—SCMA, grant-free, user activity detection, ex-
pectation propagation, joint channel estimation and data decod-
ing.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the explosive growing demand on network ca-pacity, throughput and connected wireless devices, the
mobile broadband network is evolved into fifth generation,
in which the enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), ultra-
reliable low latency communication (URLLC), and massive
machine type of communication (mMTC) are three typical
application scenarios. Current air interface technologies, such
as orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA)
cannot fulfill the requirements in the above scenarios as
orthogonal multiple access (OMA) assigns the time-frequency
resources to each user exclusively. Therefore, OMA is spec-
trum inefficient and cannot support large throughput as well as
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the massive connected users in the network. In contrast, non-
orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) where each resource unit
shared by multiple users is supposed to be more spectrum
efficient. Sparse code multiple access (SCMA) [1], [2] is a
code domain NOMA and is designed based on the multi-
dimensional sparse signal constellation. Due to the shaping
gain of multi-dimensional constellation, SCMA has a better
bit-error-rate (BER) performance compared with other NOMA
schemes, such as low density signature (LDS) [3].
A. Technical Literature Review
The multi-dimensional sparse constellation forms one code-
book for SCMA. In [1], [2], SCMA codebooks were heuris-
tically designed based on the Cartesian product of quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM) symbols and followed by a
unitary rotation to achieve the signal space diversity. Later,
constellation rotation and interleaving was introduced for the
design of multi-dimensional codebooks in order to improve
the minimum Euclidean distance between SCMA codewords
and combat the multipath fading [4]. To lower the peak to
average power ratio (PAPR), spherical codes [5] were used
to design SCMA codebooks due to the constant energy of
its codes. In addition to the multi-dimensional constellation
construction, factor graph matrix design was considered in [6],
[7] to maximize the average sum rate for uplink SCMA.
On the receiver, multiuser detector based on message-
passing algorithm (MPA) was used to decode the data for each
individual user. In spite of the sparsity of SCMA codewords,
the decoding complexity still grows exponentially with the
number of collision users in each dimension. Consequently,
low complexity SCMA decoder design is of practical interests.
In [2], [8], constellation with low number of projections
is constructed by searching some specific unitary rotation
matrices. With a reduced number of projections in each
dimension, the decoding complexity for higher order SCMA
codebooks is thus reduced. Apart from constellation design,
the authors in [9] proposed a low complexity message-passing
detector based on partial marginalization where part users
are judged in advance before the message-passing iteration
terminated. In [10], Monte-Carlo Markov-Chain method was
used in SCMA decoding in which the log-likelihood ratio
(LLR) of each coded bit is computed based on Gibbs sampling.
The Gibbs sampling has a linear complexity but also results
in a slow convergence rate. Later, sphere decoder [11]–[13]
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was introduced in SCMA. By restricting the search scope,
sphere decoder avoids exhaustive search for the possible
transmitting points in each iteration. On the other hand, a low
complexity decoder using expectation propagation (EP) based
on the idea of approximate inference was proposed in [14]. In
EP, intractable distributions are projected into some simpler
families such as Gaussian distributions so that the complex
computing is simplified. Moreover, low complexity hardware
implementation of SCMA decoder using stochastic computing
was discussed in [15].
B. Motivations
In the above mentioned works, perfect channel state in-
formation (CSI) is assumed at receiver and the users in the
network are supposed to be active simultaneously. However,
this is not true in practical scenarios. Firstly, channel acquisi-
tion and tracking are always necessary and the receiver cannot
obtain a perfect CSI usually. In addition, the distribution of
active users in the network is always sparse in practice. In
fact, according to the mobile traffic statistics [16], the ratio
of simultaneous active users in a wireless network does not
exceed to 10% even in the busy hours. Consequently, the base
station needs to identify active users in the system before
decoding their data. In LTE, the dynamic user scheduling
is achieved through a request-grant procedure. However, the
handshaking between base station and active users will cost the
large signaling overheads as well as system latency, see [17]
for the detailed discussion. In order to reduce the signaling
overheads and latency, multiple access with grant-free is a
promising technique in the next generation wireless networks.
In [17], the time-frequency resource referred as contention
transmission unit (CTU) was defined for the uplink grant-free
SCMA. Later, proof of concept (PoC) had been conducted
to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the grant-free
SCMA in the user-centric no-cell (UCNC) system [18]. The
active users identification and data detection for other NOMA
schemes (LDS, NOMA and etc.) was studied in [19]–[22]
based on orthogonal matching pursuit, compressive sampling
matching pursuit, iterative support detection and approximate
message-passing, respectively.
C. Contributions
In this paper, we focus on the design of an iterative message-
passing receiver for uplink SCMA that performs joint channel
estimation, data decoding, and active users detection. Iterative
receivers for joint channel estimation and data decoding has
been studied in [23]–[29] for MIMO-OFDM systems with the
assumption that receivers have a perfect knowledge of user
activity in the network. Using the framework of expectation-
maximization (EM), the authors in [23], [24] addressed the
joint detection problem by sparse Bayesian learning (SBL)
algorithm. Specifically, in joint SBL, the channel impulse re-
sponses (CIRs) are treated as hidden variables and computed in
E-step while the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of data
symbols and hyperparameters of CIRs are obtained in M-step.
For multiple users or antennas system, the complexity of joint
maximum in M-step grows exponentially with the number of
users or antennas. Further, the decoding of data symbols in M-
step belongs to hard decision which is inferior to soft detection
in terms of BER performance. Factor graph (FG) and belief
propagation (BP) [30] are two efficient tools to address various
practical algorithms, such as forward/backward algorithm,
the Viterbi algorithm, the iterative turbo decoding algorithm,
Kalman filter and so on. In [25], [26], by exploring the FG
structure of receivers and merging the belief propagation (BP)
together with mean-field (MF) theory, the BP-MF algorithm
for joint channel estimation and data detection is proposed
in MIMO-OFDM system. When interferences exist, the BP-
MF performs poor since it can only provide the estimate of
mean values of interferences while the covariances are ignored.
Moreover, accurate initialization is often required for BP-
MF otherwise it will achieve a local optimal point. In [27]–
[29], Gaussian approximation in BP (BP-GA) is considered in
MIMO-OFDM system via central-limit theorem and moment
matching. While central-limit theorem works well in large
scale MIMO, it may have a poor performance in SCMA as
the collision users in one resource is limited due to the sparse
structure of codewords.
In this paper, by formulating the factor graph of SCMA, we
proposed a message-passing receiver based on the framework
of belief propagation [30]. As the joint detection of CSI and
data symbols involves a mixture of continuous and discrete
variables, a concise form of BP updating rule is unavailable.
Using the idea of approximate inference, we approximate
the intractable distribution involved in BP with some simple
families such as Gaussian distribution. However, unlike the
works in [29], the approximation does not rely on central-
limit theorem. Instead, the complex distribution is projected
into Gaussian families for each user individually so that the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is minimized. After that,
the extrinsic message for each user is updated based on
expectation propagation [31]. For the active user detection, we
model the CIRs for each user with the Student’s t-distribution
and extract the sparse signals by variational Bayesian (VB)
inference. To initialize the CIRs in the algorithm, the code-
book/pilot reuse is utilized so that a reliable estimation can be
obtained. On the other hand, the codebook reuse can support
multiple data streams for each user and therefore increase the
system throughput.
In the remainder of this paper, we introduce the system
model in Section II, where the factor graph is constructed
for iterative message-passing receiver. In Section III-A, we
consider the ML estimate of CIRs based on pilot signals only
while in Section III-B, the joint channel estimation and data
decoding for grant-free SCMA is discussed. The performance
of our proposed receiver is evaluated in Section IV and the
final conclusion is given in Section V.
Notations: Lowercase letters x, bold lowercase letters x
and bold uppercase letters X denote scalars, column vectors
and matrices, respectively. We use (·)∗ and (·)T to denote
complex conjugate, matrix transpose. CN (x; τ, υ) denotes the
complex Gaussian distribution with mean τ and variance υ
and δ(·) denotes the Dirac delta function. diag(·) and Bdiag(·)
are used to denote the diagonal matrix and block diagonal
matrices respectively. ξ \ k means the set ξ with element k
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being excluded and 〈f(x)〉g(x) = Eg(x){f(x)}.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. SCMA UL Grant-Free Transmission
We consider an uplink grant-free SCMA system with K
potential users in the network. The users can be active or
inactive depending on the service requirements. In Fig. 1,
the block diagram for the uplink grant-free SCMA system is
illustrated. For the active user k, information streams bk are
firstly sent to the channel encoder which outputs the coded
bits ck. The SCMA encoder directly maps the coded bits
into the multi-dimensional SCMA codeword xk where xk =
(x1k, x2k, ..., xNk)
T is an N -dimensional signal constellation
point. The codewords are designed to be sparse such that only
dv of N dimensions are used to transmit non-zero symbols
while the remaining ones are set to be zeros. Each non-zero
symbol is modulated into one OFDMA subcarrier shared by
other users in the systems. Due to the sparsity of SCMA
codewords, the number of overlapped users in each subcarrier
dc is far less than K so that the multiuser interferences are
mitigated. At the receiver, the multiuser detector decodes the
data for each active user based on received signals.
In [17], SCMA codebook reuse is introduced in order to
support more data streams with limited resources. Based on
one identical codebook, the SCMA receiver is able to detect
multiple data streams as long as the codebook goes through
different wireless channels. More specifically, each codebook
occupies N subcarriers which we call one subcarrier block
and the codebook can be reused in different subcarrier blocks.
In Fig. 2, we illustrate the idea of codebook reuse where
the X-axis denotes OFDMA subcarriers while Y-axis denotes
the potential users in the system. Within this example, one
subcarrier block contains 4 OFDMA subcarriers and is reused
in more than 3 different subcarrier blocks. We assume that, in
the subsequent of this paper, the SCMA codebook is reused
in B subcarrier blocks for each user and therefore one can
transmit B data streams simultaneously.
At the base station, the received signal at time slot t in the
nth subcarrier can be written as,
ytn =
K∑
k=1
αnkxtnk + zn, (1)
where xtnk are the transmitted signals from user k which
comprise both known pilot symbols and unknown SCMA
codewords. In the time domain, we assume that the unknown
channel coefficient αk(τ) can be represented by a tapped-delay
model of length L,
αk(τ) =
L∑
l=1
hklδ(τ − τl), (2)
where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function and hkl denotes the
lth channel tap for user k. By discrete Fourier transformation
(DFT), the frequency-selective block-fading channel coeffi-
cient for user k in the nth subcarrier can be written as,
αnk =
L∑
l=1
hkl exp[−j(2pinl)/(BN)]. (3)
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Fig. 1: Block diagram for uplink SCMA systems
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Fig. 2: Illustration of SCMA codebook reuse
Finally, zn is the additive complex Gaussian white noise with
distribution CN (0, σ2). Due to the sparse structure of the
SCMA codewords, the symbols xtnk from some users may
be zero. Therefore, only dc instead of the whole K users are
collided with each other in one OFDMA subcarrier.
Writing the signals from N subcarriers in a matrix form,
the received signal in one subcarrier block can be written as,
yt =
K∑
k=1
diag(xtk)Fhk + z, (4)
where yt = (yt1, yt2, ..., ytN )
T , z = (z1, z2, ..., zN)
T and
hk = (hk1, hk2, ..., hkL)
T , F is the N × L DFT matrix
with the (n, l)th entry Fnl = exp[−j(2pinl)/(BN)]. The
transmitted SCMA codewords xtk = (xt1k, xt2k, ..., xtNk)
T
in each time slot are chosen randomly from a predefined
alphabet set X with size M . As the user activity detection
is also an interest in this paper, we introduce an augmented
alphabet set X+ = X ∪ {0} with size |X+| = M + 1 since
an inactive user is equivalent to be transmitting zero symbols
all the time.
B. Factor Graph Representation
From (4), the joint probability density function (PDF) of the
variables is given by p(C,X,H,y) (time index t is dropped
here for notation simplification), where C = [c1, c2, ..., cK ],
X = [x1,x2, ...,xK ] and H = [h1,h2, ...,hK ] are the collec-
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tions of coded bits, SCMA codewords and channel impulse
responses (CIRs) from all users, respectively.
Based on the observation signal y as well as the pilot
symbols, the SCMA decoder tries to find the maximum a
posteriori (MAP) estimation for each coded bit ckl,
cˆkl = argmax p(ckl|y), (5)
where ckl is the lth coded bits for user k and p(ckl|y) is given
by,
p(ckl|y) ∝
∑
C\ckl,X
∫
p(C,X,H,y)dH. (6)
A direct computation of (6) involves the multiple integration
of continuous variables H and marginalization of discrete
variables C and X which is prohibitively complex when
the number of potential users K is large. In what follows,
we formulate the factor graph representation of SCMA and
calculate the probability of each variable in an iterative way.
Based on the observation that C→ X→ y forms a Markov
chain and CIRs H are independent of C and X, the joint PDF
can be factorized as follows,
p(C,X,H,y) = p(C)p(X|C)p(y|X,H)p(H). (7)
In (7), p(C) denotes the a priori distribution of users’ coded
bits and p(X|C) is given by,
p(X|C) =
∏
k
p(xk|ck), (8)
where each term p(xk|ck) represents the mapping function
of SCMA encoder for user k. Based on (4), the likelihood
function p(y|X,H) can be written as,
p(y|X,H) ∝ exp
{
−
1
σ2
|y −
K∑
k=1
diag(xtk)Fhk|
2
}
. (9)
For channel H, a non-stationary zero mean complex Gaus-
sian priori distribution is assumed in this paper. Due to the
independence of CIRs from different users and different taps,
we have,
p(H,Γ) =
∏
k
q(hk|λk)
=
∏
k
∏
l
CN (hkl; 0, λ
−1
kl ), (10)
where Γ = (λ1,λ2, ...,λK) and λkl is the precision parameter
and is modeled by Gamma distribution given by,
p(λkl; a, b) = Gama(λkl|a, b). (11)
After integrating the variable λkl, p(hkl; a, b) can be written
as,
p(hkl; a, b) =
∫
q(hkl|λkl)p(λkl; a, b)dλkl
= St(hkl;µ, ν, γ), (12)
where the Student’s t-distribution St(hkl;µ, ν, γ) is given by,
St(hkl;µ, ν, γ) =
Γ(υ2 + 1)
Γ(υ2 )
2γ
piυ
×
[
1 +
2γ
υ
|hkl − µ|
2
]−(υ
2
+1)
, (13)
...
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Fig. 3: Factor graph representation of the SCMA system
with µ = 0, γ = a
b
and υ = 2a. In practice, a non-informative
priori for a and b is assumed and we choose a = 10−7 and
b = 10−7 in this paper. The Student’s t-distribution exhibits
heavy tails and this property makes hkl favour sparse solution
such that for the inactive user, most of hkls in H are near
zero values. In practice, the distribution of the active users in
a network is sparse and an inactive user is equivalent to have
zero CIRs.
Based on the factorization (7), the factor graph repre-
sentation of the SCMA system is plotted in Fig. 3 where
circular nodes are used to denote variables (e.g., hkl) and
square nodes are used to denote functions, e.g., the function
node ftn ∝ exp
{
− 1
σ2
|ytn −
∑
k αnkxtnk|
2
}
is used to de-
note the likelihood function in subcarrier n while constraint
δ(αnk −
∑L
l=1 Fnlhkl) is the DFT function node ϕnk for
channel coefficient αnk. As can be observed in Fig. 3, due
to the sparse structure of SCMA codewords, each user choose
only part of subcarriers to transmit data and only part of users
are collided in each subcarrier. We define Fn to be the set
of collision users in subcarrier n and Vk to be the set of
subcarriers for user k to transmit data. In what follows, we
divide the factor graph into three loops for data detection,
channel estimation, and active users detection, respectively.
III. BLIND DETECTION FOR GRANT-FREE SCMA
Based on the factor graph formulation in the previous
section, we develop an iterative message-passing receiver for
the uplink grant-free SCMA in this section. The algorithm
is initialized with a pilot based channel estimation first.
Thereafter, in the light of approximate inference, a low com-
plexity iterative message-passing receiver that performs joint
channel estimation, data decoding, and active users detection
is proposed.
A. Pilot Signals Based Channel Estimation
In this subsection, we consider the channel estimation
problem for uplink SCMA using the pilot signals received
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from B subcarrier blocks. Assume that on the bth subcarrier
block, the received signals at time slot t can be written as,
yb,t =
∑
k
X
p
b,tkFbhk + nb, (14)
where X
p
b,tk = diag(x
p
b,tk). x
p
b,tk is the transmitted pilots
symbols that have the same sparse structure as the SCMA
codewords and hk is the CIRs for user k, respectively.
Let yt = [y
T
1,t,y
T
2,t, ...,y
T
B,t]
T be the collection of received
signals from B subcarrier blocks, we have that,
yt =
∑
k
Bdiag{Xp1,tk,X
p
2,tk, ...,X
p
B,tk}Fˇhk + n, (15)
where Fˇ = [FT1 ,F
T
2 , ...,F
T
B]
T is the BN × L DFT matrix.
In another form, if we stack the CIRs from K users into a
KL × 1 column vector h = [hT1 ,h
T
2 , ...,h
T
K ]
T , the received
signal yt can be rewritten as,
yt =


X
p
1,t
X
p
2,t
. . .
X
p
B,t




Bdiag(F1)
Bdiag(F2)
. . .
Bdiag(FB)

h+ n
= XtFh+ n, (16)
where X
p
b,t = [X
p
b,t1,X
p
b,t2, ...,X
p
b,tK ] is the N × KN pilot
matrix and Bdiag(Fb) is the KN×KL block diagonal matrix
with the matrix on the principal diagonal being Fb for the bth
subcarrier block, respectively.
Based on yt, the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of
CIRs h is given by,
hˆML = argmax
∏
t
p(yt|h)
= argmin
∑
t
‖yt −XtFh‖
2
=G−1u, (17)
where G = FH(
∑
tX
H
t Xt)F, u = F
H
∑
tX
H
t yt. At a first
glance, the ML estimation of h involves a (K×L)-dimensional
matrix inversion so that the computational complexity grows
cubically with the number of potential users K . In the massive
connectivity scenario in which K is a large number, the
direct computation for (17) would be prohibitively complex.
However, if the pilot symbols from collision users are designed
to be orthogonal in each subcarrier (e.g., using the Zadoff-Chu
(ZC) sequence), (17) can be computed in a low complexity
alternative way.
In (17), the summation of the pilot symbols can be written
as a block diagonal matrix,
∑
t
XHt Xt = Bdiag
{∑
t
(Xp1,t)
HX
p
1,t,
∑
t
(Xp2,t)
HX
p
2,t, ...,
∑
t
(XpB,t)
HX
p
B,t
}
. (18)
If orthogonal pilot symbols are used such that for each
subcarrier n,∑
t
(xpb,tni)
∗xpb,tnj =
{
1, i = j;
0, i 6= j,
(19)
∑
t(X
p
b,t)
HX
p
b,t is also a block diagonal matrix where the
(i, j)th submatrix is given by,∑
t
(Xpb,ti)
HX
p
b,tj =
{
Ei, i = j;
0, i 6= j.
(20)
In (20), Ei is a diagonal matrix with the entries on the
principle diagonal being 1 or 0 depending on the sparse
structure of SCMA codebook i, i.e., set Vi. As a consequence,
matrix G can be rewritten as,
G =
∑
b
Bdiag{FHb E1Fb,F
H
b E2Fb, ...,F
H
b EKFb}. (21)
Proposition 1: A necessary condition for matrix G to be
invertible is Bdv ≥ L.
Proof: From (21), matrix G reduced to a block diagonal
matrix. To get the inverse matrix of G, we must compute
the inverse matrix of sub-block F
′
b =
∑
bF
H
b EkFb, i.e., the
kth submatrix of G. Note that the sparse matrix Ek has a
rank of dv and F
′
b is an L-dimensional square matrix. As a
result, the necessary condition for matrix G to be invertible
is rank(F
′
b) = Bmin{L, dv} ≥ L. 
From the Proposition 1, one can infer that to get a convinced
estimation of h, the number of nonzero subcarriers for each
user transmitting pilot symbols must exceed the number of
channel taps. Further, since we only need to compute the in-
verse of each submatrix in (21), the computational complexity
thus reduces to the order of O(KL3), which grows linearly
with the number of potential users.
B. Joint Channel Estimation and Data Decoding
In this subsection, we discuss the joint detection methods
based on transmitted pilot as well as data symbols. Recall that
in Section II, we have divided the factor graph of SCMA into
three loops as shown in Fig 3. Based on the FG of SCMA, the
message-passing formulas for the three loops are developed.
1) Joint detection for data decoding: We begin our discus-
sion with the data detection loop first. In the previous section,
we have analyzed the direct MAP estimation, which involves
a mixture of continuous and discrete variables is of high com-
plexity. Consequently, to reduce the detection complexity, we
should obtain the joint estimation in a low complexity iterative
way. For the systems with the FG structure, belief propagation
is an iterative algorithm that deals with the multi-variables
problems. Based on the BP updating rule, the message sent
from function node ftn to variable node xtk can be written as
(we drop the subscript b here for notation simplification),
Iftn→xtk(xtnk) =
∑
xi:i∈Fn\k
Ixti→ftn(xtni)
·
∫
ftn(Xtn,αn)
∏
i∈Fn
Iαni→ftn(αni)dαn , (22)
where Ixti→ftn(xtni) and Iαni→ftn(αni) are the extrinsic
message passed from nodes xti and αni to ftn, respectively.
The likelihood function ftn(Xtn,αn) is given by,
ftn(Xtn,αn) ∝ exp
{
−
1
σ2
|ytn −
∑
k∈Fn
αnkxtnk|
2
}
, (23)
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where Xtn and αn denote the transmitted data symbols and
CIRs from collision users in subcarrier n, respectively.
From (22)-(23), one can observe that the BP algorithm
has reduced the computational scale for joint estimation from
K users to dc users within each iteration. However, as the
function node ftn involves a mixture of discrete variables xtnk
and continuous variables αnk, direct computation of (22) is
still of high complexity due to the multiple integration as well
as multiple marginalization.
To reduce the computational complexity of (22), the belief
propagation mean-field message passing is proposed based on
variational Bayesian (VB) inference [25], [26], [32]. Specif-
ically, with BP-MF, the message-passing for xtnk can be
updated as,
ln Iftn→xtk(xtnk) =
∑
u∈Fn\k
b(xtu)
·
∫
lnftn(Xn,αn)
∏
u∈Fn
b(αnu)
∏
u∈Fn
dαnu
∝ ln CN (xtnk; τftn→xtk , υftn→xtk), (24)
where b(xtu) and b(αnu) is the posterior belief [30] of variable
xtu and αnu, respectively and τftn→xtk , υftn→xtk are given
by,
τftn→xtk =
τ∗αnk(ytn −
∑
u∈Fn\k
ταnuτxtnu)
|ταnk |
2 + υαnk
, (25)
υftn→xtk = σ
2(|ταnk |
2 + υαnk)
−1, (26)
where ταnk and υαnk are the mean and covariance of αnk
with respect to belief b(αnk). Similarly, τxtnk is the mean
of xtnk with respect to belief b(xtk). Compared with BP
updating, MF has a simple updating rule, in particular for
conjugate-exponential models. However, for multiuser system,
the interference cancellation structure in (25) only involves
the mean values of interferences while the covariances are
not being considered. This makes BP-MF perform poor in the
estimation of LLRs for data symbols. In an alternative way, the
interferences are modeled as Gaussian distributions based on
central-limit theorem [27]–[29]. While central-limit theorem is
effective in the massive MIMO-OFDM system, it may result
in a large performance degradation in SCMA since the number
of collision users in each subcarrier is limited (dc compared
with the total number of users K) due to the sparse structure
of SCMA codewords.
In this paper, instead of using central-limit theorem, the
distribution of each interference αnkxtnk is projected into
Gaussian families separately using expectation propagation
algorithm. Based on the idea of divide-and-conquer, EP can
be viewed as a distributed inference where the big data is
partitioned into smaller pieces and local inference is performed
for each one separately. Meanwhile, expectation propagation
belongs to a class of approximate inference that the intractable
distributions are always approximated to some simpler dis-
tributions (e.g., Gaussian distributions) by minimizing the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence,
DKL(p(x)||q(x)) =
∫
p(x) log
p(x)
q(x)
dx, (27)
where p(x) is the true distribution and q(x) is the approxi-
mated distribution.
Proposition 2: Let utnk = αnkxtnk, given the extrinsic
messages Ixtk→ftn(xtnk) and Iαnk→ftn(αnk) follows Gaus-
sian distribution CN (αnk; ταnk→ftn , υαnk→ftn), the probabil-
ity density function (PDF) of variable utnk can be written
by (28) shown at the top of next page.
Proof : See Appendix.
As can be seen from (28), the probability density function of
utnk is a mixture of Gaussian functions and is discontinuous
at utnk = 0. This makes the BP message passing involves
complicated computing in each iteration. In order to reduce the
computational complexity, we resort to EP method to project
Iutnk→ftn(utnk) into Gaussian distribution. Note that in many
cases, there is only one significant component contributes to
the Gaussian mixture, thus Gaussian distribution suffices to be
a good approximation for (28).
Assume that the output information Iftn→utnk(utnk)
from function node ftn follows the Gaussian distribution
CN (utnk; τftn→utnk , υftn→utnk), the posterior belief of vari-
able utnk can be calculated in (29) where β(xtnk), τutnk and
υutnk are computed in (30)-(32) and C is a normalization
constant.
υutnk =
υftn→utnkυαnk→ftnk |xtnk|
2
υftn→utnk + υαnk→ftnk |xtnk|
2
. (32)
Notice that in (29), the posterior belief of variable utnk is
comprising of two pieces. Based on EP, local inference is
proceeded for message of Iutnk→ftn(utnk). To start with,
b(utnk) is projected into a Gaussian distribution bˆ(utnk) so
that the KL-divergence DKL[b(utnk)||bˆ(utnk)] is minimized.
The result is reduced to moment matching such that,
bˆ(utnk) = CN (utnk; τˆutnk , υˆutnk), (33)
τˆutnk =
∑
xtnk
β(xtnk)τutnk , (34)
υˆutnk =
∑
xtnk
β(xtnk)(|τutnk |
2 + υutnk)− |τˆutnk |
2. (35)
Assume Iftn→utnk(utnk) follows Gaussian distribution, by EP
principle, we have
Iutnk→ftn(utnk) =
bˆ(utnk)
Iftn→utnk(utnk)
∝ CN (utnk; τutnk→ftn , υutnk→ftn), (36)
where
τutnk→ftn = υutnk→ftn
(
τˆutnk
υˆutnk
−
τftn→utnk
υftn→utnk
)
, (37)
υutnk→ftn =
(
1
υˆutnk
−
1
υftn→utnk
)−1
. (38)
Now given the extrinsic messages of interferences utni, i ∈
Fn\k follow independent Gaussian distributions, utnk = ytn−∑
i∈Fn\k
utni is also a Gaussian variable such that,
Iftn→utnk(utnk) ∼ CN (utnk; τftn→utnk , υftn→utnk), (39)
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Iutnk→ftn(utnk) ∝
{ ∑
xtnk
Ixt,k→ftnk(xtnk)|xtnk|CN (utnk; ταnk→ftnkxtnk, υαnk→ftnk |xtnk|
2), xtnk 6= 0;
Ixtk→ftn(xtnk), xtnk = 0.
(28)
b(utnk) = Iutnk→ftn(utnk)Iftn→utnk(utnk)
=
{ ∑
xtnk
β(xtnk)CN (utnk; τutnk , υutnk), xtnk 6= 0;
C−1Ixtk→ftn(xtnk)CN (utnk; τftn→utnk , υftn→utnk), xtnk = 0.
(29)
β(xtnk) = C
−1Ixt,k→ftnk(xtnk)|xtnk|CN (τftn→utnk ; ταnk→ftnkxtnk, υftn→utnk + υαnk→ftnk |xtnk|
2), (30)
τutnk =
ταnk→ftnkυftn→utnkxtnk + τftn→utnkυαnk→ftnk |xtnk|
2
υftn→utnk + υαnk→ftnk |xtnk|
2
, (31)
where
τftn→utnk = ytn −
∑
i∈Fn\k
τutni→ftn , (40)
υftn→utnk = σ
2 +
∑
i∈Fn\k
υutni→ftn . (41)
Since Iftn→utnk(utnk) follows Gaussian distribution, the
message sent from function node ftn to variable node xtk
can be updated as,
Iftn→xtk(xtnk) =
∫
Iftn→utnk(utnk)Iαnk→ftn(αnk)dαnk
∝ exp{−∆ftn→xtnk(xtnk)}, (42)
where
∆ftn→xtnk(xtnk) =
|τftn→utnk − ταnk→ftnxtnk|
2
υftn→utnk + υαnk→ftn |xtnk|
2
+ ln(υftn→utnk + υαnk→ftn |xtnk|
2), (43)
and we have assumed that the message Iαnk→ftn(αnk) follows
CN (αnk; ταnk→ftn , υαnk→ftn) which will be given in (68).
Notice that in computing (43), the LLRs for data symbols, not
only the mean values but also the covariances of interferences
are involved.
With Iftm→xtk(xtnk) computed in the previous step, the
message Ixtk→ftn(xtnk) can be calculated according to the
BP rule,
Ixtk→ftn(xtnk) = p(xtk|ctk)
∏
m 6=n
Iftm→xtk(xtmk)
∝ exp
{
−
∑
m∈Vk\n
∆ftm→xtmk(xtmk)
}
.
(44)
2) Data aided channel estimation and user activity detec-
tion: Now we begin our discussion on the channel estimation
loop in Fig. 3. As in (42), with Iftn→utnk(utnk) follows
Gaussian distribution, the message passed from function node
ftn to the variable node αnk can be updated as,
Iftn→αnk(αnk) =
∑
xtnk
Ixtk→ftn(xtnk)Iftn→utnk(utnk)
=
∑
xtnk
Ixtk→ftn(xtnk)
· CN (αnkxtnk; τftn→utnk , υftn→utnk), (45)
which is a mixture of Gaussian distributions. To get a simpler
form for Iftn→αnk(αnk), again we project Iftn→αnk(αnk) into
Gaussian families by EP.
The posterior belief of αnk is given by,
b(αnk) = Iftn→αnk(αnk)Iαnk→ftn(αnk)
=
∑
xtnk
β(xtnk)CN (αnk; τ˜αnk , υ˜αnk), (46)
where we have assumed Iαnk→ftn(αnk) follows a Gaussian
distribution. β(xtnk), τ˜αnk and υ˜αnk are computed in (47)-(49)
and C is a normalization constant.
υ˜αnk =
υftn→utnkυαnk→ftn
υftn→utnk + υαnk→ftn |xtnk|
2
. (49)
We project b(αnk) into Gaussian distribution so that the KL-
divergence DKL[b(αnk)||bˆ(αnk)] is minimized,
bˆ(αnk) = CN (αnk; τˆαnk , υˆαnk), (50)
where by moment matching,
τˆαnk =
∑
xtnk
β(xtnk)τ˜αnk , (51)
υˆαnk =
∑
xtnk
β(xtnk)(|τ˜αnk |
2 + υ˜αnk)− |τˆαnk |
2. (52)
Since the extrinsic message Iαnk→ftn(αnk) follows a Gaus-
sian distribution CN (αnk; ταnk→ftn , υαnk→ftn), by EP prin-
ciple, we have,
Iftn→αnk(αnk) =
bˆ(αnk)
Iαnk→ftn(αnk)
∝ CN (αnk; τftn→αnk , υftn→αnk), (53)
where
τftn→αnk = υftn→αnk
(
τˆαnk
υˆαnk
−
ταnk→ftn
υαnk→ftn
)
, (54)
υftn→αnk =
(
1
υˆαnk
−
1
υαnk→ftn
)−1
. (55)
For pilot signals, (53) is reduced to,
Iftn→αnk(αnk) = CN (αnkx
p
tnk; τftn→utnk , υftn→utnk),
∝ CN (αnk; τftn→αnk , υftn→αnk), (56)
where
τftn→αnk =
τftn→utnk
xptnk
, (57)
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β(xtnk) = C
−1Ixtk→ftn(xtnk)CN (ταnk→ftnxtnk; τftn→utnk , υftn→utnk + υαnk→ftn |xtnk|
2), (47)
τ˜αnk =
ταnk→ftnυftn→utnk + τftn→utnkυαnk→ftnx
∗
tnk
υftn→utnk + υαnk→ftn |xtnk|
2
, (48)
υftn→αnk =
υftn→utnk
|xptnk|
2
. (58)
Now for both pilot and data signals, Iftn→αnk(αnk) follows
the Gaussian distributions. According to the BP updating rule,
we have,
Iαnk→ϕnk(αnk) =
∏
t
Iftn→αnk(αnk)
∝ CN (αnk; ταnk→ϕnk , υαnk→ϕnk), (59)
where
ταnk→ϕnk = υαnk→ϕnk
∑
t
τftn→αnk
υftn→αnk
, (60)
υαnk→ϕnk =
(∑
t
1
υftn→αnk
)−1
, (61)
and the production in (59) is through all time slots that the
block fading coefficient αnk maintains unchanged.
As for the message updating in the reverse direction,
Iϕnk→αnk(αnk) can be calculated with the assumption that
Ihkl→ϕnk(hkl) follows Gaussian distribution shown in (80),
Iϕnk→αnk(αnk) =
∫
ϕnk(αnk,hk)
∏
l
Ihkl→ϕnk(hkl)dhk
∝ CN (αnk; τϕnk→αnk , υϕnk→αnk), (62)
where ϕnk(αnk,hk) = δ(αnk −
∑
l Fnlhkl) and
τϕnk→αnk =
∑
l
Fnlτhkl→ϕnk , (63)
υϕnk→αnk =
∑
l
F2nlυhkl→ϕnk . (64)
With (59) and (62), the posterior belief of αnk can be
calculated as,
b(αnk) = Iαnk→ϕnk(αnk)Iϕnk→αnk(αnk)
∝ CN (αnk; ταnk , υαnk), (65)
where
ταnk =
ταnk→ϕnkυϕnk→αnk + τϕnk→αnkυαnk→ϕnk
υϕnk→αnk + υαnk→ϕnk
, (66)
υαnk =
υϕnk→αnkυαnk→ϕnk
υϕnk→αnk + υαnk→ϕnk
. (67)
Given posterior belief of αnk, the message Iαnk→ftn(αnk) can
be updated as,
Iαnk→ftn(αnk) =
b(αnk)
Iftn→αnk(αnk)
∝ CN (αnk; ταnk→ftn , υαnk→ftn), (68)
where
ταnk→ftn = υαnk→ftn
(
ταnk
υαnk
−
τftn→αnk
υftn→αnk
)
, (69)
υαnk→ftn =
(
1
υαnk
−
1
υftn→αnk
)−1
. (70)
Similar to (62), we can calculate the message passed from
function node ϕnk to variable node hkl as follows:
Iϕnk→hkl(hkl) ∝ CN (hkl; τϕnk→hkl , υϕnk→hkl), (71)
where
τϕnk→hkl =
1
Fnl
(ταnk→ϕnk −
∑
i6=l
Fniτhki→ϕnk), (72)
υϕnk→hkl =
1
F2nl
(υαnk→ϕnk +
∑
i6=l
F2niυhki→ϕnk). (73)
Further, Ihkl→qkl(hkl) is updated as,
Ihkl→qkl(hkl) =
∏
n
Iϕnk→hkl(hkl)
∝ CN (hkl; τhkl→qkl , υhkl→qkl), (74)
where the production is through all nonzero subcarriers that
user k transmits data and
τhkl→qkl = υhkl→qkl
∑
n
τϕnk→hkl
υϕnk→hkl
, (75)
υhkl→qkl =
(∑
n
1
υϕnk→hkl
)−1
. (76)
For the last part, we discuss the user activity detection loop.
Notice that the distribution of active users in a network is
sparse and the user activity detection can be treated as a sparse
signals learning problem. We extract sparse signals from the
received signals based on variational Bayesian inference. To
start with, the message Iqkl→λkl(λkl) can be updated as,
Iqkl→λkl(λkl) = exp{〈ln q(hkl|λkl)〉b(hkl)}
∝ Gama(λkl; 2, |τhkl |
2 + υhkl), (77)
where q(hkl|λkl) is given in (10) and the posterior belief
b(hkl) is given in (83). In a similar approach, the message
Iqkl→hkl(hkl) can be calculated as,
Iqkl→hkl(hkl) = exp{〈ln q(hkl|λkl)〉b(λkl)}
∝ CN (hkl; 0, τ
−1
λkl
), (78)
where τλkl =
a+1
b+|τkl|2+υkl
and the posterior belief b(λkl) is
given by,
b(λkl) = p(λkl)Iqkl→λkl(λkl)
∝ Gama(λkl; aˆ, bˆ), (79)
with aˆ = a+1 and bˆ = b+ |τhkl |
2+υhkl . In (78), τλkl serves
as the inverse of the channel power, when τ−1λkl → 0, the CIR
hkl → 0 as well. Since the inactive users are equivalent to have
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Algorithm 1 BP-GA-EP message-passing algorithm
Initialization: ∀t, n, k, l, τhkl→ϕnk = hˆ
ML
kl , υhkl→ϕnk = 1.0,
ταnk→ftn = 0, υαnk→ftn = 1.0 and τutnk→ftn =
0, υutnk→ftn = 10
6.
Iteration:
1: Update τftn→utnk , υftn→utnk via (40), (41), ∀t, n, k.
2: Update Iftn→xtk(xtnk) and Ixtk→ftn(xtnk) via (42), (43)
and (44), ∀t, n, k.
3: Update β(xtnk), τutnk , υutnk via (30)-(32), ∀t, n, k.
4: Update τutnk→ftn , υutnk→ftn via (37), (38), ∀t, n, k.
5: Update β(xtnk), τ˜αnk , υ˜αnk via (47)-(49), ∀t, n, k.
6: Update τftn→αnk , υftn→αnk via (54), (55) for data sym-
bols and (57), (58) for pilot signals, ∀t, n, k.
7: Update ταnk→ϕnk , υαnk→ϕnk and τϕnk→αnk , υϕnk→αnk
via (60), (61) and (63), (64), respectively, ∀n, k.
8: Update ταnk , υαnk via (66), (67), ∀n, k.
9: Update ταnk→ftn , υαnk→ftn via (69), (70), ∀t, n, k.
10: Update τϕnk→hkl , υϕnk→hkl via (72), (73), ∀n, k, l.
11: Update τhkl→qkl , υhkl→qkl via (75), (76), ∀k, l.
12: Update τhkl , υhkl , τλkl via (84), (85), ∀k, l.
13: Update τhkl→ϕnk , υhkl→ϕnk via (81), (82), ∀n, k, l.
zero CIRs, an inactive user k is judged when
∑
l αkl
−1 < δ
and vice versa, where δ is a small enough number.
In the end, the extrinsic message Ihkl→ϕnk(hkl) can be
updated as,
Ihkl→ϕnk(hkl) =
b(hkl)
Iϕnk→hkl(hkl)
∝ CN (hkl; τhkl→ϕnk , υhkl→ϕnk), (80)
where
τhkl→ϕnk = υhkl→ϕnk
(
τhkl
υhkl
−
τϕnk→hkl
υϕnk→hkl
)
, (81)
υhkl→ϕnk =
(
1
υhkl
−
1
υϕnk→hkl
)−1
. (82)
and the posterior belief of hkl is computed with (74) and (78),
b(hkl) = Iqkl→hkl(hkl)Ihkl→qkl(hkl)
∝ CN (hkl; τhkl , υhkl), (83)
where
τhkl =
τhkl→qkl
1 + τλklυhkl→qkl
, (84)
υhkl =
υhkl→qkl
1 + τλklυhkl→qkl
. (85)
The proposed message-passing receiver is referred as BP-
GA-EP (belief propagation based Gaussian approximation
with expectation propagation) and is summarized in Algo-
rithm. 1. To deal with the deviated approximation problem
in EP, damped update [31] with scaling factor equals 0.5 is
applied in step 4. Moreover, for the cases υutnk→ftn < 0 and
υftn→αnk < 0, a large positive number (e.g., 10
6) is set to
replace the above variances.
C. Complexity Analysis
The computational analysis of joint detectors is discussed
in this subsection. For BP-GA-EP, the computational con-
sumption is dominated by (30)-(35) in data detection loop
and (47)-(52) in channel estimation loop. The complexity
in calculating β(xtnk), τutnk , and υutnk is in the order
of O(BNMdc) for each time slot. In parallel with data
detection loop, the complexity in calculating β(xtnk), τ˜αnk ,
and υ˜αnk is also in the order of O(BNMdc). For BP-MF,
the interference cancellation structure in (25) dominates the
computational consumption in data detection part while in
channel estimation part, an updating equation similar to (25)
can be obtained. For both parts, the complexity is in the
order of O(BNMdc). With the Gaussian approximation, BP-
GA has the same complexity with BP-GA-EP for both data
detection and channel estimation, i.e., the complexity is in
the order of O(BNMdc), see (22) and (23) in [29]. The
joint maximization step in SBL algorithm has a complexity
of O(MK), which is prohibitively complexity for massive
number of connected users. To reduce the complexity, we
resort the EM-decomposition [34] to simplify the multiuser
system into K single user system. Hence, the complexity for
data detection in M-step of SBL is given by O(KMBdv).
In addition, the complexity for channel estimation involved in
E-step is dominated by matrix conversion [24] which has a
cubic complexity O(KL3). Moreover, for BP-MF and SBL,
as discussed later in Section IV, an initial estimation of
xtnk based MPA is necessary. Thus, there is an additional
computational overhead with the order of O(BNMdc) on the
initialization step for BP-MF and SBL.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Experimental Set Up
In this section, the performance of proposed message-
passing receiver is evaluated through Monte Carlo simulation.
The uplink SCMA system with B = 6, N = 24,K =
48,M = 4, dv = 2, and dc = 4 is considered in this paper.
In each transmission, the active users are generated randomly
and we assume the number of simultaneous active users in one
transmission follows Poisson distribution parameterized by λ.
The maximum channel order of CIRs for each user is set to
L = 6 with unknown power-delay-profiles follow [35]. We as-
sume the frequency-selective block-fading channel coefficient
αnk remains constant during Ns data symbols and Np pilot
symbols are multiplexed within one fading block for channel
estimation. Zaddoff-Chu sequence designed to be orthogonal
in each subcarrier is used as pilot signals. For channel coding,
turbo code with rate R = 0.5 and block size of 9216 coded
bits is generated for each active user.
B. Performance Evaluation
The accuracy of the proposed grant-free receiver in user
activity detection is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. We consider
different operational SNRs as well as different user activity
λ. In each subfigure, the top one compares the actual number
of transmitted users with the number of detected users by
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Fig. 4: Active user detection in Eb/N0 = 3 dB, Np = 7, Ns = 64
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Fig. 5: Active user detection in Eb/N0 = 5 dB, Np = 7, Ns = 64
receiver in 50 random transmissions. At the same time, the
below one shows the detected active users compared with the
actually transmitted users in a random pick up from the above
50 transmissions. From the figures, we can observe that the
proposed receiver has retrieved the sparse distributed active
users in the network accurately regardless of the SNRs and
user activities. For instance, in Fig. 4(a), we evaluate the
active user detection in Eb/N0 = 3 dB and with the user
activity λ = 5. In the top one, we see the dashed green
line that corresponds to the number of detected users is well
matched with the solid blue line, which is the number of
active transmitted users. In the below one, a random snapshot
of the 3rd transmission is plotted showing that active users
comprising of the 6th, the 12th, the 18th, and the 35th user
are detected accurately with no leave-out or false-alarm. In
deed, the information of user activity is contained in not only
pilot signals but also data signals, therefore by exploring both
received signals, the active users can be retrieved precisely
based on joint detector.
In Fig. 6, the proposed BP-GA-EP algorithm is compared
with SBL, BP-MF, and BP-GA in terms of normalized min-
imum mean square error (NMSE) and bit-error-rate (BER),
respectively. As EM-type algorithm and MF can only find a
local optimal solution, for SBL and BP-MF, message-passing
algorithm is proceeded with a few iterations to get an initial
estimate of xtnk through using the ML estimation of CIRs
hˆML from received pilot signals. For comparison, we also
include the genie aided receiver that has a perfect knowledge
on both channel state information and user activity in the
network.
From Fig. 6, we observe that compared with genie aided
receiver, the current receivers, ranging from SBL, BP-MF to
BP-GA all suffer from significant performance loss. For SBL,
within each iteration, the EM framework only provides a hard
decision on data symbols in M-step (e.g., the maximization
(38) in [24]). The hard decision based on direct maximization
is regarded to be inferior to soft decision that offers probability
values (e.g, the LLRs) for data symbols. Therefore, SBL has
the worst performance on NMSE and BER among the four
receivers. For BER, it only performs better than BP-GA in high
SNR region. Compared with SBL, the BP-MF receiver can
provide soft values for data symbols and thus has an improved
performance. However, the estimation is still unconvinced
since the LLRs for data symbols only involves the mean
values of interferences but omits the variances. Consequently,
it operates 2 dB away from the genie aided receiver in the
BER of 10−6. Based on central-limit theory and moment
matching, BP-GA receiver approximates the interferences in
each OFDMA subcarrier with Gaussian distribution and can
provide the estimations with both mean and covariance. Ad-
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Fig. 6: Performance comparison for iterative joint detectors (Np = 7, Ns = 64, λ = 8.0)
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mittedly, the strategy has gained great success in large scale
MIMO-OFDM system that has tens or hundreds interferences.
For SCMA, however, the number of collision users in one
dimension is limited. As a result, direct Gaussian approxi-
mation suffers from a large performance loss. The proposed
BP-GA-EP receiver relies on Gaussian approximation as well.
Nevertheless, different from BP-GA, the signal for each user
is projected into Gaussian distribution individually so that
the KL-divergence is minimized. Consequently, the proposed
receiver is performance guaranteed. Last but not least, from
Fig. 6 we observe that the proposed BP-GA-EP algorithm
achieves the best performance among four schemes in either
NMSE or BER and is only 1 dB worse compared with the
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Fig. 8: BER performance of BP-GA-EP receiver with different
user activity, Np = 7, Ns = 64
genie aided receiver at BER of 10−6.
We further evaluate the impact of pilot length on BER
performance with proposed receiver at different operational
SNRs in Fig. 7. It is shown that the BER is getting slightly
improved with the increase of pilot length. In the joint detector,
the pilots only provide an ML estimation for CIRs in (17), as
a rough initialization for Algorithm 1. After that, the channel
estimation is further refined in joint detection by data symbols.
Since the quality of proposed detector depends mainly on the
joint estimation step, an increasing length of pilot symbols
has minor effects in system performance. In other words, pilot
overheads could be reduced by the joint detector.
Finally, we demonstrate the impact of user activity on BER
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Fig. 9: Convergence behaviour of NMSE for BP-GA-EP
receiver, Np = 7, Ns = 64, λ = 8.0
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Fig. 10: Convergence behaviour of BER for BP-GA-EP re-
ceiver, Np = 7, Ns = 64, λ = 8.0
performance as well as the convergence behaviour of proposed
BP-GA-EP receiver. In Figs. 4 and 5, we have shown that
the proposed joint receiver can identify active users perfectly
in the network regardless of user activity λ. In Fig. 8, the
impact of user activity on BER performance is illustrated.
Moreover, the BER of BP-GA-EP increases with the rising
of user activity but maintains a constant gap with genie aided
curves. It should be noted that with the increase of user
activity, the multiuser interference in the system also increases.
Therefore, the BER performance of the system deteriorates.
In Figs. 9 and 10, we demonstrate the convergence behaviour
of the proposed BP-GA-EP receiver. Form this figure it can
be deduced that the proposed algorithm achieves a stationary
point in about 10 iterations for all considered cases.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a message-passing receiver for
uplink grant-free SCMA. With the lack of information on CIRs
and user activity, the proposed receiver performs joint channel
estimation, data decoding, and active user detection blindly.
By exploring both the received signals from transmitted pilot
and data symbols, the joint receiver can identify active users
in the network with a high accuracy. For data decoding, the
FG of SCMA was formulated and intractable distributions
were projected into Gaussian families such that the KL-
divergence is minimized. We compared the proposed BP-GA-
EP receiver with existing joint detectors along with the genie
aided receiver. Through simulations, it was demonstrated that
the proposed receiver performs best among current schemes
and has about 1 dB performance gap compared to the genie
aided receiver.
APPENDIX
To get the distribution for message Iutnk→ftn(utnk) in (28),
we first compute the cumulative probability distribution (CDF)
which is given by
p(αnkxtnk ≤ utnk) = 〈p(αnkxtnk ≤ utnk|xtnk)〉Ixtk→ftnk (xtnk)
= Ixtk→ftnk(xtnk = 0)δ(utnk ≥ 0)
+
∑
xtnk 6=0
Ixtk→ftnk(xtnk)p(αnkxtnk ≤ utnk|xtnk),
(86)
where δ(utnk ≥ 0) = p(utnk ≥ αnkxtnk|xtnk = 0) is an
indicator function depending whether utnk ≥ 0 or not. Due to
this indicator function, the CDF is discontinuous at utnk = 0.
Let F (utnk) = p(αnkxtnk ≤ utnk), we have,
p(utnk = 0) = lim
utnk→0+
F (utnk)− lim
utnk→0−
F (utnk)
= Ixtk→ftnk(xtnk = 0). (87)
For xtnk 6= 0, the distribution of utnk can be get in a similar
way as in [33], Chapter 6.
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